ISO-CARE™

**Isolation Units**

**Ideal for Treating Parvo!**

A growing number of veterinary hospitals and animal shelters are choosing ISO-CARE for isolating animals due to contagious diseases or quarantine requirements. ISO-CARE’s innovative tempered glass design keeps all discharge within the unit – no more messy leaks! Plus, the attractive fiberglass interior washes clean in seconds. A two-tiered drainage system keeps wastes and liquids away from animals, exiting through ISO-CARE’s floor drain, which can be connected to a sewer outlet.

Available in single- or double-deck configurations, ISO-CARE units ship completely assembled and ready for operation.

**The ISO-Care Advantage:**
- Safely isolates animals in an easy-to-clean unit
- Exhaust fan and drainage system reduces mess and odors
- Ships ready-to-use

**Quiet Cottages™ with Drains**

**The Stacked Cage System of the Future**

Not your average stacked caging system, Quiet Cottages features a molded, solid-surface fiberglass cage body with individual built-in drains that makes clean-up a snap. A raised polyethylene grid floor keeps animals away from liquids, while the sloped cage floor underneath routes all liquids to the hidden drain in the back corner. Quiet Cottages come with a form-welded stainless steel gate for years of trouble-free operation.

Available in 3’ and 4’ widths double-stacked, and 3’ width triple-stacked, Quiet Cottages modular units can be configured for your exact caging needs. The units arrive completely assembled with internal plumbing already complete. Just route the final plumbing from the bottom of the units to your floor drain, and your Quiet Cottages are ready to use!

**The Quiet Cottages Advantage:**
- Built-in drains simplify cleaning
- Molded fiberglass body is warmer, quieter and more attractive than cold metal cages
- Comes completely assembled

**Meet AAHA Isolation Standards**

“I am delighted with Mason products and service.”

P.E., Wisconsin

**Aurora color finish now standard.**

**Featuring Built-in Drain System, Exhaust Fan and Interior Light**

See reverse for unit details and options.
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